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Rococo Chocolates was founded in 1983 by Chantal Coady OBE, who wanted to 
change the way fine chocolate was perceived.

Following on from a Saturday job in Harrods selling confectionary, Chantal knew she 
wanted to create her own emporium of luxury chocolate, one that was an inspiring 
engagement of the senses that real chocolate deserves. So, armed with a little knowledge, 
a dangerous passion and the belief that there was room for a radically different approach 
to chocolate, Chantal opened the doors of the first Rococo Chocolates shop on the 
King's Road in Chelsea. 

Our iconic toile pattern was inspired by the "moules pour chocolat", or chocolate 
moulds from a famed Parisian mould maker, which Chantal transformed into a repeating 
pattern similar to a Toile De Jouy.

In the early years, Rococo Chocolate operated as a 
small boutique, selling handmade chocolates made using 
high-quality ingredients. The company quickly gained a 
reputation for its creative and innovative approach to 
chocolate-making, and Coady became a well-known 
figure in the industry.

Over the years, Rococo Chocolate has expanded its range 
of products, introducing new flavours and products such 
as chocolate bars, truffles, and chocolate gifts. We have 
also opened several retail locations in London, including a 
flagship store on King's Road in Chelsea.

Our Story



The Rococo brand is quintessentially British. It’s a part of the 
establishment but doesn’t take itself too seriously.

Our iconic blue and white packaging symbolises heritage in a 
contemporary way, appealing to a customer base far beyond 
the local residents who still shop at the original Kings Road 
store.

At Rococo Chocolates we pride ourselves on our five core 
brand pillars, which define us and set us apart from the crowd.

The Brand

Rococo Chocolates’ mission is to encourage people to treat 
themselves and the people that they love.
We combine the most delicious chocolates with the most iconic 
packaging to create the most memorable experience.

Most  delicious  chocolate 

Most  memorable  experience

=
Most iconic  packaging

+
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Our Values

Mission & Vision

TASTE QUALITY ORIGINALITY EXPERIENCE BRITISH 
CREATIVITY 

Everything that 
we produce tastes 

exceptional

Our chocolates are 
expertly crafted by our 
chocolatiers who will 
not compromise on 

quality

We create 
chocolates that are 

imaginative and 
artistic

We give our customers 
unforgettable 

experiences, whether 
it’s the emotions evoked 
through our products or 
the service provided in 

our shops

At Rococo Chocolates, our vision is to embody the pinnacle of 
chocolate artistry and innovation, globally renowned for our unique 

fusion of creativity, craftsmanship, and British sophistication.
Our commitment to excellence and innovation will continue to drive 

us, ensuring that every Rococo chocolate is not only a delightful 
treat but a masterpiece of flavour and artistry, perfect for those who 

appreciate the finest things in life

We are committed to 
showcasing the best of 
British creativity and 

craft



Since our acquisition by the Prestat 
group in June 2022, we have switched 
our house chocolate coverture to 
DOMORI chocolate.

This year, we are introducing new 
recipes using Arriba Nacional Trinitario 
chocolate from Hacienda Victoria in 
Ecuador.

Cultivated near the birthplace of 
cacao, the rescued varietal comes 
from a seed bank to maintain the 
distinctive flavour profile of the 
mother tree.

We are also making strides in 
incorporating the extra-rare Criollo, 
which constitutes 0.01% of the global 
production of cacao, and is famed for 
its incredible taste and unique aromas.

Our Chocolate

Domori pours all of 
their experience and their 

passion into crafting 
the best chocolate 

coverture

After the cocoa is grown, harvested, 
fermented and conched, it is shipped 
to our sister company Domori for 
processing. They have gained Global 
recognition for their chocolate-refining 
processes, and for the exceptional 
quality of the chocolate coverture they 
produce.

From roasting the cocoa beans at a 
low temperature, to refining them 
into cocoa liqueur, they pour all of 
their experience and their passion into 
crafting the best chocolate coverture.

The low-impact process ensures all 
the delicate flavours of the ancient 
cocoa beans are preserved during the 
transformation process, so you can 
taste it in the finished product.
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Our Chocolate Kitchen

A large part of the 
production process is still 

done by hand
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Our chocolate kitchen and operations are based on 
North Acton. There, we develop new recipes and 
produce our handmade chocolates as well as our 
small-batch artisan chocolates.

Drawing from over 30 years of experience in 
producing luxury chocolates and bakery goods, 
we are proud to be BRC AA* certified, and to 
be working with the highest quality of cacao and 
other raw ingredients.

To this day, a large part of the production process is 
artisanal and still done by hand. Our team decorates 
chocolates and truffles with transfers, candied 
flowers and intricate patterns, before packing our 
boxes by hand and finishing them off with our 
iconic ribbons.



THEY ’RE TALKING 
ABOUT US

London-based Rococo Chocolates has 
mastered the art of incorporating flowers 

into its iconic chocolate.

JOEY SKLADANY 
today.com

JESSICA BALDWIN
The Arbuturian

ANNALISA BARBIERI
Notes on Chocolate - 

TheGuardian

For four decades chocoholics have 
flocked to Rococo Chocolates, drawn to 
their pristine counters piled high with 
lip-licking, tastebud-tickling, award-

winning truffles – even the late Queen 
was a fan. In fact, she liked Rococo’s 

exquisite artisan bars and delightfully 
dusty truffles so much that she made 

founder Chantal Coady the only 
chocolatier with an OBE to her name

It’s hard to fault them. They 
are delicious. Very probably 

perfect.



GIFT BOXES

Perfect for any occasion, our gift boxes are not just 
presents, but a gesture of fine taste and luxury. 

From small gestures to extravagant selections, our 
boxes have largely remained unchanged for over 40 
years. Our artisan truffles and selections offer a wide 
range of tastes, appealing to chocolate connoisseurs 

and beginners alike.

Choose Rococo Chocolates to express sophistication 
and a deep appreciation for the art of chocolate.
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An Indulgence of Chocolates
A generous 50 piece collection of chocolates and 
truffles with rich caramel, ganache and praline centres, 
beautifully presented in a Rococo gift box with a 
pull-out drawer.
525g | SKU: 160003 | 5060072759799

A Celebration of Truffles
An indulgent selection of white, milk, dark and dusted 
salted caramel truffles housed in a luxurious, hand-
ribboned Dove box.
1145g | SKU: 212333 | 5060047378062

An Extravagance of Chocolates
The ultimate chocolate gift – a 100 piece 
collection of chocolates and truffles with rich 
caramel, ganache and praline centres, beautifully 
presented in a Rococo gift box with a pull-out 
drawer.
1075g | SKU: 160004 | 5060072750109

G IF T B OXE S

BEST 
SELLER

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Indulgence - 50 pcs 6 Months 4 units

Extravagance - 100 pcs 6 Months 2 units

Celebration - 91 pcs 6 Months 4 units

These keepsake boxes are designed to surprise and delight, 
perfect for those who appreciate the finer things in life.
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ALCOHOL

Cat that Got the Cream 12 Piece 
Chocolate Collection
A collection of milk, white and dark ganaches 
and pralines.
12 pcs | 125g | SKU: 160022 | 5060072751144

Cat that Got the Cream 6 Piece 
Chocolate Collection
Limited availability
6 pcs | TBC | SKU: 262475 | 5060047378079

Truffle Hound 12 Piece Chocolate 
Collection
A collection of milk, white and dark ganaches 
and pralines.
12 pcs | 125g | SKU: 160023 | 5060072751151

G IF T B OXE S

Union Jack 12 Piece Chocolate and 
Truffle Collection
12 pcs | 125g | SKU: 160024 | 5060072751168

ALCOHOL

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

6 pcs gift boxes 6 Months 12 units
12 pcs gift boxes 6 Months 12 units
20 pcs gift box 6 Months 6 Units

Union Jack 20 piece Chocolate and 
Truffle Collection
A collection of milk, white and dark ganaches and 
pralines with marc de champagne truffles .
20 pcs | 215g | SKU: 160027 | 5060072751199

Delightful gift boxes for every gifting occasion, presented, ribboned by 
hand in our London kitchen. Our assortments come in alcoholic and 
non-alcoholic selections.

NEW
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G IF T B OXE S

Chocolate and Truffle Collection - Small
A collection of milk, white and dark ganaches and pralines.

16 pcs | 170g | SKU: 160028 | 5060072751205

Chocolate and Truffle Collection - Medium
A collection of milk, white and dark ganaches and pralines.

25 pcs | 265g | SKU: 160029 | 5060072751212

Chocolate and Truffle Collection - Large
A collection of milk, white and dark ganaches and pralines 
with marc de champagne truffles.

36 pcs | 390g | SKU: 160030 | 5060072751229

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Small Collection 6 Months

6 unitsMedium Collection 6 Months

Large Collection 6 Months

ALCOHOL

An irresistible collection of exquisite milk, dark and white 
chocolates and truffles, beautifully presented in Rococo toile 
gift boxes.  Available in three sizes.
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Dark Boozy Cherry Marzipan 
Square Box Collection
Cherry liqueur enrobed in nougat and 
marzipan and enrobed in a think dark 
chocolate shell, packed by hand in our iconic 
toile-patterned box. 
9 pcs | 135g | SKU: 160034 | 5060047377560

ALCOHOL

Dark Chocolate Ginger Square 
Box Collection
Candied pieces of ginger covered in dark 
chocolate. New for Q4 2024, our recipes have 
been re-developed using Arriba Nacional from 
Ecuador.
110g | SKU: 160017 | 5060072750130

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Square box collection 6 Months 10 units

SQUA R E B OX COLLECT I ON

Our square box collection proves there can never be too 
much of a good thing. Classic flavours, perfected.
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English Creams and Caramels  -  Large 20 pcs
Chewy caramels and classic fruit and floral fondant creams 
make up the English Fondant Cream Chocolate Box. Filled 
with traditional favourites, and presented in a stunning box.
20 pcs | 260g | SKU: 160026 | 5060072751182

FONDA N T CR E A MS

Rose and Violet Creams -  Small 12pcs
12 pcs | 160g | SKU: 160020 | 5060072751113

Dark Mint Creams -   Small 12pcs
Delicious fondant creams handmade using the finest 
peppermint oil and enrobed in moreish dark chocolate 
and decorated with a candied mint leaf.
12 pcs | 170g | SKU: 160021 | 5060072750871

Rose and Violet Creams - Large 20 pcs
Our Rose & Violet Creams Chocolate Box is filled with hand-
made rose and violet creams made with the finest organic essential 
oils. The fondant creams are wrapped in deliciously rich dark 
chocolate and topped with crystallised rose and violet petals.
20 pcs | 260g | SKU: 160025 | 5060072751175

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

All 12 pcs 6 Months 12 units

All 20 pcs boxes 6 Months 6 units

A beautiful collection of hand-made chocolate creams and 
caramels in stunning gift boxes.

Luxury British Selection
This classic Rococo selection box is filled to the brim with our 
favourite English flavours: our best-selling floral creams and 
truffles, as well as some new exciting additions: gooseberry 
truffle, earl grey truffle and the intriguing saffron fudge.
20 pcs | 260g | SKU: 160036 | 5060047378130



TRUFFLE TUBS

Our truffle tubs, feature classic single-flavor options 
alongside innovative selections. 

Perfect for those who appreciate both traditional and 
adventurous tastes, our truffles promise an exquisite 

culinary journey in each elegantly designed box. 

Ideal for connoisseurs seeking quality and creativity 
in their chocolate experience.
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T RUFFLE T UB S 

Salted Caramel Mini Truffle Tub
Delicious milk chocolate truffles are cocoa 
dusted with a salted caramel centre. 
5  pcs | 60g | SKU: 160005 | 5060072750925

Marc de Champagne Truffle Tub
Milk chocolate dusted truffles with a Marc de 
Champagne ganache centre.
16  pcs | 190g | SKU: 160040 | 5060047377676

Marc de Champagne Mini Truffle Tub
Milk chocolate dusted truffles with a Marc de 
Champagne ganache centre.
5 pcs | 60g | SKU: 160006 | 5060072750970

Milk Ganache Truffle Tub
Wickedly moreish, with rich, velvety ganache 
centres in a deliciously crisp chocolate shell.
16 pcs | 200g | SKU: 160042 | 5060047377690

Mini Truffle Selection
A selection of our best selling non-alcoholic 
truffles.
5 pcs | 60g | SKU: 160007 | 5060072750994

Dark Ganache Truffle Tub
Dark chocolate truffles with a dark chocolate 
ganache centre.
16 pcs | 200g | SKU: 160041 | 5060047377683

Salted Caramel Truffle Tub
Delicious milk chocolate truffles are cocoa 
dusted with a salted caramel centre. 
16 pcs | 190g | SKU: 160043 | 5060047377706

White Cardamom Dusted Truffle Tub
These truffles were awarded a 1 star Great Taste 
Award in 2023. Dusted white chocolate truffles with 
a rich and moreish white chocolate and cardamom 
ganache.
16 pcs | 190g | SKU: 160035 | 5060072753001

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Mini Truffle Tubs 6 Months 12 units

Truffle Tubs 6 Months 6 units

ALCOHOL

ALCOHOL

Our truffles tubs are crowd-pleasers, they make the 
perfect hostess gift or indulgent treat.
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CHOCOLATE
WAFER THINS

Exceptionally crafted to be ultra-thin, these wafers 
melt effortlessly on the tongue, releasing a burst of 

rich chocolate flavor. 

Perfectly packaged, they offer a sophisticated treat 
that appeals to the refined palates of your discerning 

customers.
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CH O COL AT E WA FER T HINS

Sea Salt Milk Chocolate
Wafer Thins
Rococo’s 38% signature milk chocolate is combined with 
hand harvested Anglesey sea salt. . 
150g | SKU: 570251 | 5060072752028

Mint Dark Chocolate Wafer Thins
Wafer-thin discs of 62% dark chocolate flavoured with 
cool, clean peppermint essential oil.
150g | SKU: 570211 | 5060072752004

Orange Dark Chocolate Wafer Thins
Wafer-thin discs of dark chocolate flavoured with sweet 
orange essential oil.
150g | SKU: 570201 | 5060072751991

Rose Milk Chocolate Wafer Thins
Pure rose otto essential oil in silky smooth milk chocolate 
wafer-thin discs.
150g | SKU: 570231 | 5060072752011

Sea Salt Dark Chocolate Wafer Thins
Our signature 62% dark chocolate is perfectly balanced 
with a touch of Anglesey sea salt.
150g | SKU: 570202 | 5060072751670

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Wafer Thins 6 Months 9 units

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER
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Our confectionery range and adorable nibble boxes 
are a blend of innovation and classics, elevated.

From the crunchiest nuts, to confit fruits that melt in 
the mouth, our nibbles make for indulgent bites and 

memorable tokens of affection.

CONFECTIONERY / NIBBLES



ROCOCO CHOCOLATES
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Dusted Dark Chocolate Cherries
Our best-selling cherries presented in a collectible 
Rococo gift tin.
150g | SKU: 161015 | 5060072751540

Cocoa Dusted Scorched Almonds
Our award-winning scorched almonds presented in a 
collectible Rococo gift tin.
150g | SKU: 161014 | 5060072751502

The Irresistible Nibble Selection
A delicious selection of our best-selling scorched 
almonds, dark chocolate espresso beans, white 
chocolate rose cardamom pistachios, dark chocolate 
sea salt pistachios.
250g | SKU: 160037 | 5060047378147

NIB B LE G IF T T INS & SELECT I ONS

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Gift Tins 6 Months 5 units
Irresistible Nibble Selection 6 Months 6 units

BEST 
SELLER NEW

Impeccably presented nibbles in keepsake boxes, 
ribboned by hand and ready to gift.
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Cardamom & Rose Pistachios
Delicious crunchy caramelised pistachios 
enrobed in our award-winning white chocolate 
and cardamom, studded with real rose petals.
150g | SKU: 110551 | 5060072758495

Cocoa Dusted Scorched Almonds
Provencal almonds are toasted, caramelised 
and rubbed with herbs and vanilla, before being 
enrobed in dark chocolate and rolled in cocoa 
powder. A 2-star Great Taste Winner in 2023.
150g | SKU: 110500 | 5060072750093

BEST 
SELLER

Dark Chocolate Honeycomb 
Crunch
Pieces of golden honeycomb enrobed in dark 
chocolate.
150g | SKU: 170494 | 5060072753292

Dusted Dark Chocolate Cherries
Candied italian amarena sour cherries encased in 
a shell of dark chocolate dusted in cocoa.
150g | SKU: 161002 | 5060072751267

Dark Chocolate Orange Slices
Candied orange slices dipped in dark chocolate.
150g | SKU: 231700 | 5060072752493

Dark Chocolate Orangette Batons
Candied orange peel batons in dark
chocolate.
150g | SKU: 231760 | 5060072752486

Caramelised Pistachio Sea Salt
Gently caramelised pistachios are salted with 
Halen Mòn Salt PDO, and enrobed in 72% dark 
chocolate.
150g | SKU: 110585 | 5060047377539

NEW

NIB B LE S

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Nibbles 6 Months 12 units

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Nibbles 12 units

Exquisite confit fruits and nuts from Italy, 
covered in the finest chocolate.
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Large Rococo Milk Chocolate Gold 
Coin
Beautifully crafted Rococo coin made from our 
deliciously creamy milk chocolate with notes of 
rich vanilla and caramel.
58g | SKU: 662511 | 8718800025414

Salted Caramel Seagull Eggs Crate
Made with a rich Fleur de Sel caramel ganache, 
wrapped in decadent chocolate and a fine, speckled 
sugar shell. Each egg crate contains 12 eggs.

Praline Quail Eggs Crate
French hazelnut praline, covered in chocolate 
and a fine, speckled sugar shell. Each crate 
contains 12 chocolatey praline eggs.

BEST 
SELLER

BEST 
SELLER

N OVELT IE S

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Egg Crate

6 Months
10 units

Milk Chocolate Gold Coin 20 units
Nibbles 12 units

Eye-catching and head-turning novelties with a 
delicious twist.

Nibble Bag 200g | SKU: 120690 | 5060072750819 

Crate 145g | SKU: 320690 | 5060072751717

Nibble Bag 200g | SKU: 120700 | 5060072752943 

Crate 145g | SKU: 320700 | 5060072752998
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Dark Chocolate Neapolitans
62% Single Origin Ivory Coast dark chocolate 
squares, individually wrapped in gold foil with 
a navy Rococo print sleeve. Presented in a hand 
ribboned Nibble Bag.
Dark 150g | SKU: 120901 | 5060072753636

 Dark 500g | SKU: 120903 | 5060072753650

Milk Chocolate Neapolitans
Milk chocolate squares, individually wrapped 
in gold foil with a white Rococo print sleeve. 
Presented in a hand ribboned Nibble Bag. 
Milk  150g | SKU: 120900 | 5060072753490

Milk 500g | SKU: 120902 | 5060072753643

NE A P OLITA NS

Our neapolitans are the purest form of chocolate. Smartly dressed 
in foil and a print sleeve, they make for the most delicious daily 
indulgence. With chocolate that good, one bite is enough.

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Neapolitans 150g
6 Months

12 units
Neapolitans 500g 6 units
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Our new range of bars is pared down, with only the 
most exquisite flavours and ingredients that lets our 

Trinitario chocolate shine.

Our founder, Chantal Coady OBE, came up with 
the idea of adding sea salt in chocolate whilst on a 

holiday in Cornwall.

Today, we use Halen Môn salt from Anglesey, in Wales, 
as well as other carefully selected ingredients from 
the rest of the UK and beyond to keep introducing 

new sensory experiences.

CHOCOLATE BAR S
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Trinitario Milk Honeycomb 
Crunch
Generous chunks of honeycomb add 
bite and flavour to our bar for a nostalgic 
taste and new sensory experience.

Launching in September.
70g | SKU: 700542   | 5060047378109

A RT ISA N BA R S

Trinitario Dark Sea Salt
Creamy and rich 62% dark chocolate 
enhanced with a hint of sea salt for a 
perfect balance of deep flavor and crisp 
freshness. 
Launching in September.

70g  | SKU: 700540 | 5060047378086

Trinitario Dark Chocolate Tangy 
Raspberry
Creamy and rich dark chocolate paired 
with sharp and tangy raspberries for a 
vibrant burst of fruitiness with each bite.
Launching in September.

70g | SKU: 700543 | 5060047378116

Trinitario Dark Chocolate Crisp 
Peppermint
Dark chocolate blended with crisp 
peppermint and textured sugar for a 
refreshingly crunchy, minty experience. 
Launching in September.

70g | SKU: 700544 | 5060047378123

Min. Svhelf Life Case Size

Bars 6 Months 10 units

Trinitario Milk Sea Salt
Smooth milk chocolate infused with 
a touch of sea salt, offering a creamy 
texture and a savory-sweet finish.
Launching in September.
70g | SKU: 700541 | 5060047378093

Trinitario Milk Salted Caramel
Creamy milk chocolate enriched with 
a luscious salted caramel for a classic, 
comforting taste.
Launching in September.
70g | SKU: 700545   | 5060047378161

NEW NEWNEW NEW NEWNEW

We have re-invented our iconic bar recipes to elevate the flavours 
and textures. From the look, to the touch, smell and taste, it’s a 
delight for the senses.



DRINKING CHOCOLATE

Rococo Chocolates’ 62% drinking chocolate, available 
in beautifully designed gift tins and boxes, as well as 

catering-sized bags. 

Perfect for gifting or for serving, this luxurious blend 
promises a velvety smooth experience with every sip.
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DR INK IN G CH O COL AT E

Luxury Dark 62% Hot 
Chocolate
Our best-selling drinking chocolate, 
presented in a collectible Rococo gift tin.
250g | SKU: 161044 | 5060047377751

Luxury Dark 62% Hot 
Chocolate Catering
A catering exclusive, our drinking chocolate 
flakes are available in bulk bags. 

1kg bulk | SKU: 161046 | 5060047377775

Luxury Dark 65% Hot Chocolate 
(Carton)
Our drinking chocolate, presented in a beautiful 
carton, ready to gift or to use as a refill. 
250g | SKU: 161027 | 5060047377768

BEST 
SELLER

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Hot Chocolate Tin

6 Months 5 unitsHot Chocolate Carton

Hot Chocolate Catering 1kg

Our luxury hot chocolate has been much talked about in the press. 
Replicate the experience at home or out of home with our range of 
drinking chocolate products.
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CHRISTMAS COLLECTION
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Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Festive Collections 6 months 6 units
Festive Truffle Tubs 6 months 6 units
Nibble Bags 6 months 12 units

CHR ISTM A S COLLECT I ON

The Little Drummer Boy  |  Dark 
Chocolate Christmas Collection 
A sophisticated collection of dark chocolates and truffles, 
beautifully presented in a Rococo Christmas toile gift box
25 pcs | 275g | SKU: 161070 | 5060047378192

The Rocking Horse  |  Mixed Chocolate  
Christmas Collection
An irresistible collection of exquisite milk, dark and white 
chocolates and truffles, beautifully presented in a Rococo 
Christmas toile gift box

25 pcs | 275g | SKU: 161071 | 5060047378208

LLimited Availability | Seasonal Productimited Availability | Seasonal Product

NEW
DESIGN

NEW
DESIGN

The Musical Carousel  | Boozy Chocolate 
Christmas Collection
Inspired by a vintage musical carousel, straight out of Santa's 
workshop. This box is filled with Christmas eve nightcaps 
and Boxing Day brunch favourites to create this deliciously 
boozy selection.

25 pcs | 275g | SKU: 161069 | 5060047378185

NEW

ALCOHOL
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Festive Slab - Milk Chocolate Mince Pie  
Our milk chocolate carries the essence of a delectable 
mince pie, featuring harmonious notes of spiced fruits 
and cinnamon and crumbs of our exquisite traditional 
mince pies.
150g | SKU: 161073 | 5060047378222

Festive Slab - White Chocolate 
Panettone
Our white chocolate is artfully infused with the essence 
of panettone, featuring delicate hints of vanilla, candied 
citrus, raisins, and a touch of almond.
150g | SKU: 161068 | 5060047377805

Festive Slab - Dark Chocolate Pudding 
This remarkable creation melds the rich, deep cocoa notes 
of our Single Origin 62% dark chocolate with the warm, 
aromatic flavours of the beloved Christmas pudding. 
150g | SKU: 161072 | 5060047378215

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Festive Collections 6 months 6 units
Festive Truffle Tubs 6 months 6 units
Nibble Bags 6 months 12 units

CHR ISTM A S COLLECT I ON LLimited Availability | Seasonal Productimited Availability | Seasonal Product

Festive Truffle Tub 
A selection of rich milk, deliciously dark, creamy white and 
indulgent salted caramel truffles presented in a festive red 
Rococo gift box with Christmas toile. 

200g | SKU: 161065 | 5060047377621

Festive Salted Caramel Tub
Our signature silky salted caramel encased in milk 
chocolate and dusted with cocoa, nestled in a fir green 
Rococo Christmas toile gift box.

190g | SKU: 161063 | 5060047377607

NEW
DESIGN

NEW
DESIGN
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Mini Mince Pies | 12 pieces
A box of our traditional recipe mini mince pies. A buttery, 
flaky crust and a rich and intense mincemeat. 

TBC | SKU: 914833 | 5060047378154

NEW

Min. Shelf Life Case Size

Advent Calendar 6 months TBC
Mince Pies 6 months TBC

LLimited Availability | Seasonal Productimited Availability | Seasonal Product

Advent Calendar 
A new addition for 2024, our luxurious Advent Calendar 
features details such as a thick ribbon closure. The perfect 
keepsake to re-use year after year.
Pre-order only

TBC | SKU: 167001 | 5060047377836

NEW

ALCOHOL

CHR ISTM A S COLLECT I ON
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RO CO CO CHO COL ATES.COM

WHOLESALE@RO CO CO CHO COL ATES.COM

SIGN IN TO YOUR
WHOLESALE ACCOUNT

LOND ON LUXURY
EST.1983


